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Philosophy

Discover a haven in the heart of Oxford, where peace, calm and tranquility exists. Our sophisticated range of
ELEMIS ancient rituals and ELEMIS exotic treatments are combined with elements of nature to provide rich
simplicity and a spiritual awakening so you can achieve a peaceful moment in your hectic lifestyle.
Our serene themed therapy rooms for individual treatments make your visit a unique and memorable
experience.
Our highly trained therapists have the ability to rejuvenate and revitalize you, offering an experience of
complete mental and physical relaxation, within surroundings of complete understated luxury.
The Spa at Gracie J’s is a sensory space for men and women where someone irons out the little creases so
your visit is a truly relaxing enjoyable experience.
This is a Spa where service happens without ever asking for it.
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A Perfect Day In Sensory Heaven
FORGET THE CONCEPT OF TIME AND EXPERIENCE PURE HEAVEN ...

SWEPT AWAY
Exotic Body Scrub
Deep Tissue Massage
Skin Touch Facial
Luxury Manicure
Pedicure

6 hours £210
includes light lunch

PARADISE FOUND
Detox Body Wrap
Skin Touch Facial
Mini Manicure
Mini Pedicure

4 hours £140
includes light lunch

For 1

DAY DREAMER
Back, Neck & Shoulder Massage
Refresher Facial
Mini Manicure or Mini Pedicure

2 hours £100
includes light lunch
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Face Technology / Anti-Ageing
BIOTEC facial treatments are where ground-breaking technology meets active ingredients and
transformative touch. The pioneering innovation of the BIOTEC machine works to switch the skin back on,
increasing its natural cellular energy. Technology turbo-charges touch. The clinically proven results?
Thriving, visibly healthy and energised skin.
BIOTEC LINE ERASER
Target wrinkles & stimulate the skin towards optimum performance with this powerfully rejuvenating facial.
1 hour £68 1 hour 30 minutes £88
Recommend 1 treatment every 2 weeks. Course of 6 – save £68
BIOTEC FIRM-A-LIFT
A ground breaking blend of massage & sculpting technology for a visable contoured complexion.
1 hour £68 1 hour 30 minutes £88
Recommend 1 treatment every 2 weeks. Course of 6 – save £68
BIOTEC SKIN RESURFACER
Address uneven skin tone with this ultrasonic peel for skin that has never been softer or smoother.
1 hour £68 1 hour 30 minutes £88
Recommend 1 treatment every 2 weeks. Course of 6 – save £68
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Technology Skin Solution
BIOTEC 24/7 SKIN SYNC
The ground breaking facial combines exclusive botanical formulations with a deeply cleansing ultrasonic
peel for a well-rested glow. LED light therapy helps reset the clock for optimum skin wellness, while galvanic
technology stimulates the skin for maximum results and an illuminated, wide-awake feel.
1 Hour £68 1 hour 30 minutes £88 Course of 6 – save £68
Recommend 1 treatment every 2 weeks
BIOTEC RADIANCE RENEW
The powerful antidote to tired & sluggish complexions for instantly visible radiance.
1 Hour £68 1 hour 30 minutes £88 Course of 6 – save £68
Recommend 1 treatment every 2 weeks
BIOTEC BLEMISH CONTROL
A potent anti-oxidant & anti-bacterial treatment to balance and smooth blemishes & speed recovery.
1 Hour £68 1 hour 30 minutes £88 Course of 6 – save £68
Recommend 1 treatment every 2 weeks
BIOTEC SENSITIVE SKIN SOOTHER
An oxygen-infused calming treament for skin that encourages cell strength & natural balance.
1 hour £68 1 hour 30 minutes £88 Course of 6 – save £68
Recommend 1 treatment every 2 weeks
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Face And Eyes
SKIN TOUCH FACIALS - ANTI AGEING
PRO-COLLAGEN - AGE DEFYING
Tackles ﬁne lines and wrinkles for a beautifully nourished younger looking skin.
1 hour £60
Recomommend 1 treatment every 4 weeks. Course of 6 - save £60
PRO DEFINITION - LIFT & CONTOUR
The lifting and contouring facial that delivers a profoundly sculpted effect.
1 hour £60
Recomommend 1 treatment every 4 weeks. Course of 6 - save £60
DYNAMIC RESURFACING PRECISION PEEL
The powerful resurfacing treatment to target dull skin tone and the signs of ageing.
1 hour £60
Recomommend 1 treatment every 4 weeks. Course of 6 - save £60
REFRESHER FACIAL
This introductory facial provides a quick and instant pick-me-up.
30 minutes £40
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Face And Eyes
SKIN TOUCH FACIALS - SKIN SOLUTIONS
PEPTIDE
Target tired skin with this radiance-restoring peptide 24/7 facial.
Powerful botanical formulations, exclusive to Elemis, are combined with specialist massage techniques to
replenish skin with a well rested glow.
1 hour £60
Recomommend 1 treatment every 4 weeks. Course of 6 - save £60
SUPER FOOD PRO RADIANCE
The nutritional boost that packs stressed, dull skin with powerfully energising and detoxifying actives.
1 hour £60
Recomommend 1 treatment every 4 weeks. Course of 6 - save £60
ANTI BLEMMISH - MATTIFY AND CALM
Regulate oily skin and clear congestion with this oxgenating, mattifying treatment.
1 hour £60
Recomommend 1 treatment every 4 weeks. Course of 6 - save £60
SENSITVE SKIN SOOTHER
Fragile skin is calmed and boosted with a combination of soothing ingredients and gentle techniques.
1 hour £60
Recomommend 1 treatment every 4 weeks. Course of 6 - save £60
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Time For Men
Men’s skin behaves differently to women’s. Shaving fatigue, sport and screen time all make their own
demands. ELEMIS responds with high performance facial therapies designed to restore energy, dynamism
and lustre to male skin.

FACE - TOUCH
HIGH PERFORMANCE SKIN ENERGISER
Energises stressed, dehydrated skin with targeted circulation-boosting massage to rejuvinate and nourish.
1 hour £65

FACE - TECHNOLOGY
BIOTEC SUPER-CHARGER FOR MEN
A triple hit of ultrasonic peeling, hot compress and galvanic current to reactivate tired
skin’s dynamism.
1 hour £68
TOTAL TIME OUT
This customised face and body treatment is the ultimate skin therapy.
The High Performance Skin Energiser facial is combined with the dynamic and
immediate tension relief of the Deep Tissue Muscle
e Massage.
2 hours 15 minutes £100
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Massage Rituals
DEEP TISSUE BACK MASSAGE
This rhythmic massage focuses purely on the back and shoulder area to relieve speciﬁc stress and muscle
tension. The key techniques of the Deep Tissue Muscle Massage are experienced in this mini massage.
30 minutes £40 Course of 6 - save £40
DEEP TISSUE MUSCLE MASSAGE
Focusing to relieve speciﬁc stress and muscle tension, this deep rhythmic pressure massage gives the
whole body a vigorous workout. Combined with specially blended massage oils, this treatment can be tailor
made to suit the individual needs of the client.
1 hour £55 Course of 6 - save £55
ABSOLUTE SPA RITUAL
From the soles of the feet to the crown of the head this customized face and body treatment is the ultimate
skin-therapy. Choose from one of the unique Skin Touch Anti-Ageing or Skin Solution Facials and combine it
with the powerful effects of the Deep Tissue Muscle Massage.
2 hours 15 minutes £100
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Massage Rituals
PEACEFUL PREGNANCY MASSAGE
The nine month journey of nurturing is a special time, connecting with the mother through the power of
touch, working with two heartbeats as one. Combines tried and tested safe pregnancy massage techniques
adapted to each stage of pregnancy. Specialized positioning is used to ensure the ultimate in comfort and
relaxation. Helps to relieve tension in your lower and upper back and alleviate any swelling in the hands and
feet, while easing your mind and uplifting the spirit.
1 hour 15 minutes £70 Course of 6 – save £70
Recommend 1 treatment every 2 weeks in 3rd trimester, not before 12 weeks.
PEACEFUL PREGNANCY FACE AND BODY EXPERIENCE
A combination of nourishing face and body treatments that tends to unique requirements of mothers-to-be.
2 hours 15 minutes £120
REFLEXOLOGY
The practice of applying pressure to speciﬁc points on the feet to inﬂuence the health of corresponding
parts of the body. “Pressure Sensors” on the feet connect with different parts on the body, as reﬂexology
techniques stimulate these sensors, waves of relaxation are sent throughout.
50 minutes £50
INDIAN HEAD MASSAGE
This relaxing treatment uses accupressure massage on the head, face neck and shoulders.
It aims to rebalance your bodys energies.
45 minutes £45
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Body Clensing

THOUSAND FLOWER DETOX WRAP
Combining the richness of deeply nourishing green tea, this treatment is deeply detoxifying at all levels.
A warm thousand ﬂower body mask containing a synergy of cleansing essential oils is applied to your body
before you are cocooned in a comforting foil wrap. Excellent for improving the dimpled appearance of
cellulite and reducing ﬂuid retention.
1 hour 15 minutes £60
BODY NECTAR NOURISHING WRAP
A lusciously fragrant body wrap that quenches thirsty skin for velvety soft, super-hydrated results.
1 hour 15 mins £60
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Exotic Rituals

EXOTIC LIME AND GINGER SALT GLOW
An exotic exfoliation ritual to invigorate and revitalize the body. After light body brushing, warm oil is dripped
luxuriously all over your body before the sublime Elemis Exotic Lime and Ginger Salt Glow is applied.
Your skin is deeply cleansed, polished and softened to perfection, completed with an application of Skin
Nourishing Body Cream leaving the skin glowing and vibrant, replenished and ﬂawless.
45 minutes £40
EXOTIC FRANGIPANI BODY NOURISH SCRUB
This nourishing body scrub drenches the skin with moisture for immediate softness and suppleness. Exotic,
aromatic Frangipani ﬂowers are soaked together to produce the ultimate radiance, vitality and an all over
body glow.
45 minutes £40
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Hand Rituals
Our hands never lie; they are one of the ﬁrst parts of our body to show signs of stress and ageing. Unlike our
faces, they cannot beneﬁt from the camouﬂage effects of cosmetics, so we must ensure they are given the
care they deserve. Using CND products our relaxing and nourishing treatments leave your hands nourished,
pampered and groomed. Gentle massage improves circulation and nails are beautifully shaped to add grace
to any hands.
SHAPE & POLISH
A quick shape of the nails and colour of your choice.
30 mins £16 (£26 Shellac)
MINI MANICURE
Hand cleanse, nail shaping, cuticle work, and a hand and arm massage. (No Polish)
45 minutes £24
MANICURE
Hand cleanse, nail shaping, cuticle work, hand and arm massage with polish.
1 hour £32 (£42 Shellac)
LUXURY MANICURE
An intensive, nourishing hand and nail treatment. Hand cleanse, nail shaping, cuticle work, hand mask in
mitts, hand and arm massage with polish.
1 hour 15 minutes £38
GEL REMOVAL
15 minutes £5
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Feet Rituals
Feet tend to be neglected by being hidden away for most of the year. They are the hardest working part of
your body, absorbing everyday stress, which then affects our total well being. CND provides the intensive
care and much needed nourishment your feet deserve, leaving you feeling totally revived.
SHAPE & POLISH
A quick shape of the nails and a colour of your choice.
30 mins £16 (£26 Shellac)
MINI PEDICURE
Foot cleanse, nail shaping, cuticle work, removal of hard unwanted skin, foot and leg massage. (No Polish)
45 minutes £26
PEDICURE
Foot cleanse, nail shaping, cuticle work, removal of hard unwanted skin, foot and leg massage with polish.
1 hour £35 (£45 Shellac)
LUXURY PEDICURE
Foot cleanse, nail shaping, cuticle work, removal of hard unwanted skin, thermal booties, foot and leg
massage with polish.
1 hour 15 minutes £40
We recommend you bring open toe shoes for the above treatments.
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The Essentials
WAXING
Full leg and brazillian
Full leg and hollywood
Full leg and standard bikini line
Full leg and high bikini line

£57.00
£60.00
£45.00
£47.00

Full leg
Half leg
Standard bikini line
High bikini line
Brazillian
Hollywood
Under arm
Lip
Chin
Full arm
Half arm
Chest
Back and shoulders

£37.00
£27.00
£14.00
£16.00
£32.00
£35.00
£10.00
£9.00
£9.00
£20.00
£15.00
£15.00
£25.00

EYES
Eyebrow shape
Eyebrow tint *
Eyelash tint *
Eyelash tint, eyebrow tint & eybrow shape *
Eyelash perm (includes tint)*

£10.00
£10.00
£15.50
£27.50
£35.00

*If you have never had a tint/perm before, we do require you to have a patch test at least 24 hours before treatment.
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How to Spa

We ask that you always allow enough time for your experience at The Spa and arrive 15 minutes prior
to your appointment. This is so we can record your current spa needs and details, offer you refreshments
and to guide you along your pathway to wellness. Please note that as a courtesy to all our clients
a prompt appointment schedule is adhered to, late appointments may not be honoured.
Infants and Children are not permitted at The Spa due to Health and Safety Regulations.
Please note that mobile phones must be switched off at all times within The Spa.

CANCELLATION POLICY
Clients who wish to change or cancel an appointment are kindly requested
to provide 24 hours notice.

Treatment prices are subject to change without notice.
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Re-Discover Your Senses
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Risinghurst
Headington
Oxford
OX3 8HR
Telephone 01865 761264

